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The Hue & Cry
Paul James’ photographs (Bluff on cover, Fiordland
p.3) have an apocalyptic light, courtesy of Australian
bush-infernos. Australian politicians have been feeling
the heat over their denial of climate change, fiddling
whilst Rome burns. And then the flu came along, though
its name mutated faster than a Middle East terrorist
franchise. When China sneezes, we all catch cold.
Lorenz’s Butterfly Effect applies equally to meteorology,
economic, physical and mental health.
There are worse conditions than Covid19: Xenophobia
Australis is a mutation of Dystopia Americana (aka
Covfefe-45) which attacks the brains and hearts of
orange-faced, overweight, angry old men. Despite
China being the biggest trading partner, irrational
Sinophobia is a stick goading a fire-breathing dragon not the smartest policy.
Talking of flu, the “Spanish Flu” of 1918 may have
infected 500 million and killed up to 100 million (20%
fatality) - ten times the 10 million war deaths. The prime
reason for the spread was the crush of Humanity, both
sick and well, in trenches, barracks, hospitals, ships and
slums. The flu probably arrived in NZ with PM William
Massey aboard SS Niagara, in Auckland. The ship did
not undergo quarantine despite crew being so ill that
Massey himself helped serve meals. “Spanish” flu
primarily affected younger adults, whereas Covid-19
preys heavily on the old and infirm i.e. the average
cruise passenger (not the average pilot!)
Passengers quarantined aboard cruise ships is bad
publicity for the cruise industry, with ships being laidup or re-stationed. Italian officers must stay at home.
Travel restrictions from flu hotspots has also affected
NZ tourism and ought to serve as a reminder of the
industry’s ethereal fragility.
The ‘logic’ of Capitalism aims for maximum profit for
minimum costs leads to the toxic culture of Boeing,
where safety became an ‘optional extra’ and further
source of profit. Following that same cost ‘logic’, China
became the workshop for the world thus putting too
many (Fabergé) eggs in one basket.
Though viruses come and go (and we have experienced
far worse – see p.27) fear is a virus which paralyses
rational thinking and reduces Humanity to bestial levels.
(N.B. this magazine can be re-purposed in an
emergency). As FDR said: We have nothing to fear but
fear itself. The good news is that kindness can also have
a viral effect with far reaching consequences.
Kindness and selflessness personified the late Captain
Jim Varney (see Nigel Meek’s Eulogy p.15). Jim
Varney’s remarkable legacy left the pilotage profession
better than he found it. Vision and perception are of vital
interest to pilots and are amply addressed in this issue.
DUNEDIN NZMPA CONFERENCE NEWS
Only 6 months to the Dunedin Conference with an initial
focus on the bigger picture of safe pilot boarding hopefully with input from launch crews. Three hotels
offer a conference discount. (More details on request).

SHARED MENTAL MODEL
Steve Banks, NZMPA President
Following our recent Napier conference, I expected at this time to be focusing on our continuing work relating to good
practice in pilotage planning and PPU training. This focus however has been distracted by recent incidents overseas as the
new decade began. Although our crusade against non-compliant pilot boarding arrangements is ongoing, I was shocked to
hear as the year came to an end that a Sandy Hook pilot (New York) had died on 30th December after difficulties during
boarding via a combination arrangement with a trapdoor in the lower platform and subsequently falling onto the pilot boat
below. There appears to be four common reasons behind incidents during a boarding/disembarking: these generally being
a medical event, a slip or error of judgement by the pilot, a pilot boat issue, or an issue with the boarding arrangement. I
was infuriated when I heard that difficulties whilst transitioning through the trapdoor appear to have contributed to the fall,
however a formal report is yet to confirm this. This supports our local campaign against these non-compliant arrangements,
with NZMPA guidance expected to be released in coming weeks to assist both pilots and operators in understanding what
is compliant and what is not.
Less than 4 weeks later I was shocked again to see a NZMPA Event Report from a Napier pilot regarding a very old and
damaged ladder, which if it had been left unchecked would very likely have resulted in a future failure and possible pilot
injury/fatality. Then just a few days later in Brazil on 31st January one of the two ropes securing the pilot ladder to a winch
reel on a containership parted near the winch just as the pilot was stepping onto the gangway platform. In this case, the
ladder was not secured separately to strongpoints as required. If these weren’t enough, March has started out badly with a
Panama Canal pilot in Intensive Care Unit (ICU) after falling into the water on 1st March: an issue occurred as the pilot
was in the process of transferring to the ladder, and he was struck on the head by either the boat or propeller. Fortunately,
he was wearing a helmet, however this was extensively damaged in doing its job and likely saved the pilot’s life. Then on
9th March a pilot boat in Taiwan appears to have collided with a ship and capsized, resulting in the two crew being lost.
The above incidents over a very short time highlight the risks we are exposed to and the importance of action being taken
to avoid New Zealand having its first pilot fatality. Whilst adherence to Maritime Rule 53 is essential, port operators should
also look towards ships meeting the requirements of ISO799-2019 before offering the services of a pilot. As this
international standard cannot be enforced by our regulator, it needs to be a requirement of all pilotage providers. Some port
operators are already enforcing this overseas.
As mentioned, Maritime NZ cannot enforce the requirements of ISO799, however they may choose to take action if
Maritime Rule 53 is breached. This said, the Napier case that was reported through our Event Report system, and copied
to MNZ did demonstrate that they do not always see our safety as the priority that we do. The vessel involved had a ladder
which was over 20 years old, in poor condition and with a significantly damaged strand, which displayed negligence in the
extreme. The ship also did not have a second/spare ladder. The local Maritime Officer chose not visit the ship to inspect
the ladder, but raised the issue with the ship’s agent instead, and once it was confirmed that a new ladder would be
purchased, the ship was cleared to sail. This lenient approach for a foreign ship manned by professional mariners who had
breached NZ and SOLAS regulations by not regularly inspecting the ladder, and repeatedly presenting it in steadily
worsening condition to pilots for over 20 years is somewhat shocking. This is particularly so when Maritime NZ is currently
conducting and promoting their “No Excuses” campaign, where some recreation boaties have been fined for not carrying
lifejackets or exceeding the 5-knot rule. Are the lives of our local boaties more important than those of our pilots, or is it
just too hard to enforce our rules on a ship that will disappear over the horizon tomorrow? Making an example of an
occasional offender, not every offender, should make it clear to foreign operators that New Zealand may be small but
should not be dismissed lightly.
Moving on from the safety of individuals, the safety of ships and our environment may be increased if training and practices
are reviewed when considering the risks during visual navigation at night. Whilst we have apparently acknowledged this
for centuries, we still don’t address it as seriously as the aviation industry has for many years. My experience is that it’s
brushed over during training including exercises in simulators, and all too often ignored when doing annual assessments
or peer reviews. When looking back at recent incidents that occurred at night, which include the L’Austral, Leda Maersk,
Aqua Diva (Newcastle), Navios Northern Star (Torres Strait), CMA CGM Vasco De Gama (Southampton), City of
Rotterdam (Humber), Helge Ingstad collision with TS Sola (Norway 2018) and Gulnak (Teesport 2019), it could be asked
“would these incidents have happened during daylight”? Possibly yes, but when considering the knowledge and technology
available to pilots in recent years, it would have been far less likely and particularly if all available means had been used.
With the evidence of these reports, John Clarke has done some in-depth research into piloting at night, and his findings are
presented in this edition. It was cross-checked and enhanced by comments from maritime and aviation experts, and with
this in mind, John’s work will be added to my technical library for future reference. An excellent and informative read.
With pilot safety and ship safety in mind, stay safe out there.

Steve Banks, NZMPA President

Visual Pilotage at Night
John Clarke
In September 2019 the Transport Accident Investigation Commission (TAIC) published an
investigation report (MO-2018-203) that contained the following statement:
“The grounding is an example of why it is not appropriate to use visual navigation alone (often
referred to as line-of-sight navigation) when manoeuvring large ships in narrow channels, and
in the dark.”
I found that comment interesting, and I thought about it several times in the days after I initially read
it. I wondered: is it actually any more difficult to pilot a ship by visual means at night? Unfortunately
TAIC did not expand on or refer to the issue again in their report. It was said as though it was an
accepted fact. But if it were accepted by the industry, wouldn’t there be some reference to day/night
conditions in the New Zealand Port and Harbour Marine Safety Code? The Code contains an
appendix comprising Statements of Good Practice which includes hydrography, prevailing weather
conditions, and navigation aids among other subjects, but there is no mention of presence or absence
of daylight. I was aware of quite a number of situations in New Zealand ports where pilotage of some
classes or sizes of ships was restricted to daylight only, but in my experience, the largest container
ships still come and go at any time of the day provided there is sufficient water under the keel.
I discussed the topic of night pilotage with a number of colleagues at the Napier workshop and my
impression was confirmed that, in most cases, night pilotage is not treated as a special case by ports
and pilots. The pilots I spoke to differed in their opinions: some told me they believed night pilotage
was no more difficult than piloting in daylight – the presence of well-lit navigation aids allowed them
the same situational awareness by night as they have by day. Others told me that night pilotage was
obviously more challenging due to the lack of visual cues. It seemed there was no consensus.
My own feeling was that in some respects, night pilotage can be easier than day. A lit navigation
beacon, flashing against a dark background, is easier to pick up at distance than a buoy on a whitecapped piece of water or in the reflected glare of a low sun. Moreover, berth areas are generally very
well illuminated with bright floodlighting. However the lack of industry or pilot-body consensus on the
question led me to try to learn a little more about the topic. Given how much time we spend out on
the water in the dark, I felt it was important to inform myself better. Was the TAIC investigator’s
comment in the report correct, or should it have been challenged?
I’d also recently been reading some accident investigation reports from New Zealand and overseas
where groundings or collisions occurred at night. While lack of daylight definitely wasn’t the root cause
of any of these groundings and collisions, it was notable that reduced situational awareness played a
part in each case. The Helge Instad/Sola TS collision in particular struck me as an event that couldn’t
have occurred in daylight - it would not have been possible to mistake the tanker for a part of the
terminal as the Norwegian frigate’s bridge team did by night.
Looking for more information, I found some interesting reading on the limitations of human vision at
night. The first thing I learned was that, corrected for all other factors, more aircraft and road vehicles
crash at night than by day. Unfortunately no similar “time of day” statistics were available for vessel
groundings. Most of the transport-related articles available online were from the aviation industry.
Although the challenges they face in a night-time cockpit differ from those on a large ship’s bridge,
there are many common factors, and our eyes work no better than theirs, so there was relevant
information to consider.
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The physiological limitations of operating outside daylight hours have been intensively studied and
are comparatively well understood in the aviation world. So much so that most aviation regulators
around the world require instrument ratings for pilots before permitting them to fly at night, regardless
of clear meteorological conditions. Nevertheless, aviation too has experienced recent serious
incidents that have put the subject firmly in the spotlight. In July 2017 in San Francisco when Air
Canada Flight 759 A320 lined up on the lights of a taxiway with four passenger jets on it and attempted
to land, the pilots saw something that they could not identify on the taxiway ahead but were assured
by ATC that their assigned runway was clear. In daylight they would have easily been able to see that
there were aircraft on what they thought was a runway (NTSB 2018). As it was they came within 13
feet of a terrible accident before aborting the landing.
When discussing two earlier incidents of their own, Air New Zealand’s Operational Integrity and
Investigations Manager Alan Bradbury noted that “understanding the limitations associated with
human vision at night is one of the most under-rated issues within the aviation community. The
deceptive nature of visual cues at night has caught out many an aviator in the past.”
But are Alan Bradbury’s words relevant to our industry? To answer that I felt I needed to better
understand the physical and biological issues affecting visual performance. Along with what I could
find online I also researched some human factors textbooks. Together, these gave me a better
understanding of how our eyes and brains make sense of the world in differing ambient light
conditions.
Types of Vision
Our eyes are highly adaptable organs; they function very differently in different light conditions. In full
daylight, the colour and detail-sensitive cone cells, concentrated in the fovea, at the centre of our
visual field, provide maximum visual sensitivity in a concentrated, narrow field of view immediately in
the direction our eye is pointed at. This is known as photopic vision. When visually piloting in daylight
or brightly lit conditions we are using our photopic vision, with maximum visual acuity. We look directly
at something, and see the detail and colour of whatever we are looking at.
As twilight falls, the level of contrast ratio (the difference between the brightest and darkest ambient
light) decreases. In twilight conditions, our eyes operate in a mixed state termed mesopic vision,
where the bottom of the cone and top of the rod operating levels overlap. Compared to daylight
conditions, mesopic vision is inferior. Contrast-sensitivity and visual skills decline rapidly when
entering mesopic vision (Green 1981). Mesopic vision gives us the illusion of visual acuity: objects
can be clearly seen by looking directly at them, but the ability to determine detail in those objects is
reduced, as is peripheral vision. The effect of this reduction in contrast detection and peripheral vision
is to reduce our ability to judge movement and distance by eye.
In full darkness the cone cells lose virtually all effectiveness and the rod cells, concentrated at the
periphery of our retina, have to pick up the load and take over most of the light gathering duties. These
rod cells are incapable of determining fine detail and colour. Rod vision - known as scotopic vision provides poor visual acuity and inability to determine colour. About all you can expect to see in
scotopic viewing conditions is a vague sense of shape and some movement. A pilot with 20/20 visual
acuity by day is likely to see his or her vision drop to near 20/200 when operating by night (Kern
2007). Incidentally, 20/200 vision would make you legally blind by most medical definitions. This will
not be news to anyone who has tried to visually judge a ship’s rate of turn at night when swinging
against a dark featureless background such as an empty horizon or unlit steep hills in a fiord or
enclosed bay.
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The Night Blind Spot
According to the Federal Aviation Authority (FAA 2021), the night blind spot occurs due to the absence
of rods in the fovea and affects an area 5 to 10 degrees wide in the centre of our field of view. If an
object is viewed directly at night, it may not be detected, or may fade away after initial detection. To
ensure the best opportunity to see objects at night, aviators are taught to scan from side to side rather
than focusing on one area.
Empty Field Myopia
As it grows dark, our visual performance suffers in another way. On a night pilotage in a dark fairway
where a pilot is not actively turning or handling the ship for a period of time, a pilot’s eyes will have
little to distract them and they are likely to experience something called empty field myopia. Lacking
stimulation, the eye will return to its dark focus resting state which for most people is between 80cm
and 1.5m (Hawkins 2007). This distance is not dissimilar to the distance to the window from a pilot’s
conning position. This means that although you might think you are looking out the window, you are
quite likely to be looking at the window itself. On a dark night our eyes are more likely to focus on
reflections, dust, or salt on the window, than to look through the glass and focus on what is happening
beyond the ship.
Dark Adaption
Dark adaption (what we tend to refer to as night vision) takes thirty to forty-five minutes to fully
transition to in most people. It is instantaneously lost if the pilot is exposed glare from deck and shore
lights, bridge displays and instruments. The effect is to overload the photoreceptors and reduce the
pilot’s visual performance. As with the level of each person’s visual acuity, dark adaption recovery
varies widely between people and declines significantly with age. It is not tested for in eye tests, and
in any case cannot be corrected for (Theeuwes & van der Horst 2017).
Piloting in a Mixed Lighting Environment
Generally though, night pilotage does not occur in true darkness. The presence of lighting on the
bridge and deck, on other vessels, and on shore infrastructure, including intense point light sources
such as sector lights, creates a particularly challenging visual environment. Excessive ambient
illumination from instruments, displays or reflections inside the wheelhouse or from floodlights outside
can produce glare that reduces our visual acuity. Environmental visibility can sometimes be degraded
by light from our own ship reflecting off dust or water particles in the air – also known as backscatter.
So what then, are the practical effects of operating visually in and around the berths and fairways in
mixed lighting conditions by night? Unfortunately it isn’t as simple as mounting some floodlights and
installing some flashing beacons to recreate daylight levels of visual acuity. Despite our own opinions
about how well we see at night out on the harbour, the science says our vision is significantly
degraded. Probably the greatest threat to a pilot’s visual performance by night would be a reduced
ability to judge distance and movement. Judging distance to other objects (aka depth perception) is
how our brains try to make sense of a 3D world, based on information provided from a 2D source (the
retina). In daylight, the cues our brains use to judge distance are:
• relative object size
• object taper
• angular variations
• luminosity/shading
• and even the tension in our eye-focusing muscles that varies with object distance.
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But when operating in mesopic or scotopic conditions, these cues are far less visible and defined, so
we are less able to accurately judge distance and relative motion. Additionally, our ability to perceive
detail is significantly reduced in the high contrast ratio environment of a terminal where a mixture of
darkness and bright light sources is experienced. The presence of background light from terminals
and urban areas can make it very difficult to pick out a ship or small craft moving against the
background. The Helge Instad/Sola TS collision would be an unfortunate example of this.
Hazards associated with degraded visual acuity in night pilotage
Considering the degraded performance of the human eye in darkness, it is possible to construct a list
(Table 1) of the likely hazards specific to visual pilotage that pilots can expect to encounter in different
sectors of our respective ports at night.
Table 1: Likely hazards at night in pilotage locations

Area

Lighting Characteristics

Hazards

Around berth

Combination of bright flood lights
and poorly/partially lit structures.
Navigation aids may be less visible
in glare of terminal lighting.

Poor dark adaption. High contrast
ratio beyond human eye’s dynamic
range. Reduced ability to see detail
and movement.

Inbound in channel

Bright background lighting and
navigation aids of varying intensity.
Other vessels may have deck
lighting on. Possible backscatter
from own ship lighting.

Poor dark adaption. Difficulty
detecting navigation aids and
vessel traffic against background
lights.

Outbound in
channel

Wide, dark visual fields contrasted
with bright pin-point navigation aids
and vessel traffic. Possible
backscatter from own ship’s flood
lights.

Night blind spot and empty-field
myopia. Judgement of distance,
size and movement is degraded.

Pilot boarding
ground

Wide, dark visual fields with fewer
navigation aids. May be a traffic
“pinch point” with vessels
converging. Possible backscatter
from own ship.

Night blind spot and empty-field
myopia. Judgement of distance,
size and movement is degraded.

Enclosed unlit
waterways (fiords,
steep-sided bays)

Featureless darkness. Absence of
most artificial light. Possible
backscatter from own ship. Ship’s
lighting may assist by intentionally
or unintentionally illuminating
nearby terrain.

Night blind spot and empty-field
myopia. Near total inability to
determine shape, distance and
motion.

Further hazards associated with night pilotage, common to all the lighting conditions in Table 1,
include:
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•
•
•
•

Reduced detection of wind shifts by observing the water surface.
Reduced detection of approaching squalls or weather fronts and areas of reduced visibility
such as showers and fog.
Reduced detection of current flow around structures and terrain.
Inability to detect unlit objects including navigation beacons, which the pilot may have
expected to see.

The net effect of all these hazards is a reduction in pilots’ situational awareness.
How can pilots manage the hazards?
Now that I am better informed of the hazards associated with relying on my eyesight by night, I know
there are a number of things I can do to better control the risk.
The first and most important hazard mitigation behaviour I believe a pilot should display by night is to
plan for and actively use electronic pilotage techniques to support their visual pilotage. In addition to
conning the ship visually, we should each use our PPU to its full capability. That includes monitoring
own ship’s speed, motion, and position within planned parameters. Pilots should cross-check what
they believe they are seeing outside, with what the PPU shows. Pilots should also take the time to
familiarise themselves with basic functions of common ECDIS and radar sets encountered at their
port. As a minimum we should all be able to change range/chart scale, scroll the screen, re-centre
the ship, operate a VRM, and obtain range and bearing information using the cursor.
Other actions that could help pilots and bridge teams to mitigate the hazard are:
●
●
●
●
●

Get the fresh water wash put on the bridge windows if the glass is salty or dusty.
Request appropriate illumination levels of bridge gauges and wheel house lighting to minimise
glare and effects on visual night adaption.
Request night screen modes where appropriate.
Consider the option to transit at a slower speed than in a similar daylight job, and leaving more
room between own ship and other traffic.
Minimise use of deck lighting once clear of the berth (for crew safety, deck lighting may be
necessary at times).

How can harbour masters and marine managers manage the hazards?
The NZ Port and Harbour Marine Safety Code was founded on the principle of risk assessment.
Harbour masters and marine managers should review their Harbour and Port SMS and consider how
well the hazards of degraded visual acuity affecting pilots, bridge teams and PEC masters are
managed in those risk assessments. Have they considered lack of daylight as a hazard? How do their
training and operational procedures differ between daylight and night-time conditions? Are any pilot
peer reviews and checks required to be completed in darkness? Do they have an automation policy
that sets a standard for PPU or ship’s equipment use by pilots?
Just as with other hazards on the harbour there are preventative controls that harbour masters and
marine managers can use to minimise resultant risk. As an example it is common to apply
environmental parameters to ship movements as a preventative control. There is no good reason why
absence of daylight should not also form part of those parameters. Typically ports might require a
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ship with a functional bow thruster to use a tug in some wind conditions or wait for better weather
before berthing; they should also consider which ships should be restricted to daylight passages,
which ships should carry a second pilot by night, or which ships should require mandatory PPU
carriage and use by night.
Final word
A review of maritime tragedies shows a disproportionate number of the highest profile, high death
count maritime accidents have occurred in the hours of darkness:
Table 2 High profile night-time maritime tragedies

Year
2012
1994
1987
1987
1980
1968
1912

Ship
Costa Concordia
Estonia
Herald of Free Enterprise
Dona Paz
Derbyshire
Wahine
Titanic

Fatalities
32
852
193
4,386
44
53
1,514

Of the accidents listed in Table 2, most are accepted to have included loss of situational awareness
as contributing factors to the accidents. In the case of Derbyshire, Estonia and Herald of Free
Enterprise, situational awareness as we might normally consider it was not a factor. However the
structural failures or human errors that occurred may have been detected in time to prevent the
accident if they had occurred in daylight.
Closer to home, and in a contemporary context, several recent investigation reports into groundings
included loss of situational awareness by pilots navigating visually in darkness without use of a PPU.
At the risk of labouring the point: no-one can judge speed and distance as well by night as they can
by day. Fortunately pilots have PPU, radar and ECDIS technology to compensate for our degraded
visual acuity. Navigating large ships in narrow channels at night solely by visual means is not good
pilotage practice. Understanding and acknowledging that is an important step that pilots can take
towards improving their pilotage skills and performance.
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Perspective Matters
Professor David O’Hare
Nearly a century ago an obscure American insurance investigator by the name of Herbert
Heinrich pored over 75,000 reports of workplace injuries submitted to his company. His conclusions,
which formed the basis for a seminal book on safety and accident prevention, were that over 88% of
these incidents were due to unsafe actions taken by the workers. The origins of these acts, he argued,
could be traced back to inherited undesirable traits such as recklessness or acquired faults such as
disregard for safe practice.
One of the strongest findings in modern psychology is that when external observers are asked
to account for an event such as a worker falling off a ladder, they invariably focus on the actions of
the worker – clumsy, inattentive? In contrast, the workers (referred to as the ‘actor’) give a different
account focusing mainly on environmental and external factors – ladder missing rungs or too short for
the job, or impossible work schedules. This ‘actor-observer’ bias can affect our perspective on the
causes of accidents. Since Heinrich’s reports were almost all filed by external observers representing
the plant managers and supervisors, it is unsurprising that their accounts emphasized the fecklessness
of the workers rather than faults over which the managers may have had control.
Leap forward to 1979 and the fatal crash of an Air New Zealand DC-10 into the slopes of
Mount Erebus in Antarctica. The official air accident report laid a heavy emphasis on the actions of
the aircrew as perceived by an external observer. Almost inevitably, from this perspective the crash
looked like recklessness and negligence as the crew apparently descended into poor visibility with the
slopes of Mount Erebus directly ahead of them. Whilst the crew themselves perished on Mount Erebus,
other pilots were able to take their perspective. Few were willing to risk bucking the company line of
crew malfeasance however.
Chief amongst these was Captain Alwyn ‘Gordon’ Vette. As a very experienced military and
DC-10 pilot himself, Gordon knew that no pilot would deliberately descend towards a mountain in
poor visibility. From the actor’s point of view the question therefore became ‘what made it seem safe
to descend?’ The crew must have thought that there was sufficient visibility and that the terrain ahead
was below their altitude. Vette turned to scientists with expertise in visual perception to uncover the
phenomenon of ‘sector whiteout’ whereby objects can cease to be visible even though the air seems
perfectly clear. Searching through the crew briefing materials revealed that the crew were in fact not
where they thought they were (over sea ice) but over rising terrain.
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Where the official accident investigation looked at the event as an external observer and found
the crew decision making to be faulty, Vette and later the Royal Commission headed by Justice Mahon
looked at the same event from the actor’s perspective and found significant external (a visual
phenomenon unknown to Air New Zealand pilots flying to Antarctica) and organizational factors
(information in the pre-flight briefings at variance with information in the aircraft’s navigation system)
to have been responsible. The work done by Vette and upheld by Mahon later became highly regarded
as an exemplary model of accident investigation and helped shift the focus of investigation away from
the ‘faulty actor’ model, based on a hindsight comparison of crew actions with a prescriptive standard,
to a more psychologically plausible approach based on an examination of the crew’s actions in the
context of the information actually available to them at the time.
Heinrich’s influential work on industrial safety and the official investigation into the Erebus
disaster were both based on the same mistake; namely that the perspective of an external observer is
necessarily more objective and ‘factual’ than the perspective of the participant actors. The most recent
new paradigm for safety (‘Safety II’) contrasts ‘work-as-done’ with ‘work-as-imagined.’ The original
Erebus investigation found the pilots to have failed to carry out their task as imagined by the Air New
Zealand board and company managers. The revised Vette/Mahon reports were based on the realities
of the work-as-done which brings to the forefront the fact those who actually do a job are generally in
a better position to account for their successes and failures than those removed from the front line on
their lofty organizational perches.

About David O’Hare:
David is a Professor of Psychology at the University of Otago with a particular interest in human factors. Most
of his research has been in the area of aviation. Whilst writing a book on 'Flightdeck Performance' in the late
1980’s he sent a copy of the manuscript (unsolicited) to Gordon Vette for his comments. Gordon was highly
enthusiastic and put David in contact with Professor Stan Roscoe, an eminent American human factors
scientist. The book was eventually published with David and Stan as the authors. A portion of the book royalties
go to the Gordon Vette Flight Safety Trust. David and Gordon continued to work together on the ICARUS
confidential reporting scheme and other projects.
About “Flightdeck Performance”
"Flightdeck Performance" examines the abilities and limitations of human beings when performing the
complex task of flying single pilot and multicrew aircraft, and ways in which possibility for error might be
eliminated or reduced. The book serves courses in aviation psychology, behavioural engineering, ergonomics,
aviation training and operations management. It is also a reference for researchers, pilots, air traffic
controllers, government regulators, flight training and operations managers, and consumers interested in
aviation safety. Facts cited, controversial issues considered and conclusions drawn are supported by data on
technological innovations, results of research studies, and examples from air mishaps.
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CHECK PILOT TRAINING AT SMARTSHIP
Chris Galloway
Queensland’s world-class ship simulator centre, Smartship Australia is gaining global attention for its innovative
“Marine check-pilot training programme”. Smartship’s recently launched course for marine check-pilots gives the
‘best of the best’ an opportunity to standardise their assessments through real-time scenarios generated on a stateof-the-art virtual bridge.
The program is intensive, generating discussions directly relevant to the senior roles of check-pilots, and within the
first day of the course, they find the questions come thick and fast. Some answers are black & white; others need
to be carefully considered in the context of industry experience and the latest in good assessment practice.
Smartship Australia director and principal instructor Captain Peter Listrup said the new program addressed
differences in safety culture and performance standards between Australian and New Zealand pilotage
organisations.
“Every week we see a mix of operators from around Australia and New Zealand working in our simulators, and the
variance in professional standards is considerable," Capt Listrup said.
"When we look at the pilotage companies performing the best in terms of safe and efficient practice, it is no surprise
their check-pilots are first-rate. "We believe one of the best ways we can positively impact good practice and
industry standards is to invest in training check-pilots whose experience and influence we highly value.
“We have worked with Maritime Safety Queensland and the Australian Maritime Safety Authority to ensure the
course we’ve developed is formally approved for both harbour pilots and reef pilots." Senior instructor Mike Hooley
came to Smartship from the Australian Transport Safety Bureau and he agreed there was a link between a strong
training and checking process and reduced maritime industry incidents. “This is especially important for coastal
pilots operating in the environmentally sensitive waters of the Great Barrier Reef,” Mr Hooley said.
Course designer and Smartship’s RTO manager Lisa Hickman focused on the pilots’ learning experience during
training and assessment courses. “Many of the experienced pilots have studied competency-based training and
assessment theory previously but this is the first time many have put theory into practice,” Ms Hickman said. “We
use a series of simulations specifically developed for check-pilots on Smartship’s high-fidelity, full mission bridge
simulator. “Adult learners need to see how their training applies in the real world and we have created a unique
course which is directly relevant. "The tools and learning outcomes represent the skills, knowledge and behaviours
expected of a professional check pilot.”
The simulations are set in Vorbasse - a bustling and fictitious Australian port where instructors focus directly on
good check pilot practice. While the location may be fictitious, the scenarios draw on the real experiences of senior
industry check pilots. Senior instructor Chris Galloway said the benefits were evident from the animated
conversations which followed each simulation. "We designed the course to inform and challenge senior pilots, and
we can see that happening," Mr Galloway said. "We’ve run six courses so far and the feedback has been
overwhelmingly
positive.”
Among those who endorsed the program was Captain Rod Mathers from Brisbane Marine Pilots, who recently
completed the course.
“I found it of immense value in preparing me for the role of Check Pilot within Brisbane Marine Pilots and I’d
recommend it to prospective check pilots," Capt. Mather said. "The sessions were both realistic and, at times quite
challenging, taking theory straight into practical exercises in a way that can only be achieved in a simulator.”
Capt Listrup admitted to being surprised by the level of industry attention Smartship Australia had received. "We
have been approached by different maritime industry sectors to tailor versions of the course for them and we will
shortly be rolling out a version for tug masters,” he said. Maritime Safety Queensland’s general manager Angus
Mitchell said the SmartShip simulator was a leading state-of-the-art facility. "This is a world-class training
environment which positions Maritime Safety Queensland both nationally and internationally in maritime training,"
Mr Mitchell said.
For more information on check pilot training, contact Smartship Australia on +61 7 3358 9300 and visit the Smartship
Australia website
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Captain J.T. (Jim) Varney J.P.
Passed over the bar, 29th February 2020.
A eulogy from Nigel Meek

With no apology for appropriating the words of others, but certainly with acknowledgement of and thanks for
their contributions, I have cobbled together their recollections with my own words and personal experience of
Jim Varney, whose finger print and footsteps can be found in many corners of the internet as well as in the
minds of those who knew or worked alongside him.
An opinion was given to me by a contemporary who worked alongside him for many years, that Jim was perhaps
New Zealand’s most tireless worker for the best interests of piloting in New Zealand and even on a world stage.
Jim’s career was already well advanced when I hung onto his coat tails at the Auckland Harbour Board. My
employment came a moment too late for the issuing of a double-breasted blue reefer jacket with gold braid and
brass buttons emblazoned with AHB crests, which suited him and his cohort so well. Although times have
changed, Jim remained a dapper dresser to the end. I often bumped into him at various meetings and conferences
that we both attended and would always
be impressed “by the cut of his jib”.
Clearly Queen Mary was equally
impressed when in early 1945 he
presented her with this bouquet of
flowers, at the premier of a propaganda
documentary film, “Sailors do Care”.
This was at an early stage of a career that
began as a JOS (Junior ordinary seaman)
and progressed steadily through the
ranks of SOS, EDH, QM, and lamp
trimmer. Look back at a long
disappearing wake below a far horizon to
find reference to any of those
designations in the modern era, although
I can state proudly that I too am the
holder of an Efficient Deck Hand
certificate. Pilots leaning over the bridge wings of countless ships since then and cursing the failed fling of a
tangled heaving line can only wish that such depth of seafaring knowledge was still being imparted to today’s
seafaring deck hands.
Jim next made that move which can only impress all lesser men when he “came up through the hawse pipe” to
join the ranks of navigating officers. The final seafaring employer was New Zealand Shipping Company, ending
with an anchor swallowing event in 1960 and transfer to shore staff as assistant cargo supervisor in the same
company, in Auckland. From there, in 1963, a leap back into the ocean, well at least into Auckland harbour, as
a tug mate and tug master with the Auckland Harbour Board (AHB). Progress from that point was sure and
steady. A pilot license in 1964 and eventually a role as the last harbour master of the AHB before the 1988 Port
Companies Act pitted each of our ports against the other in fever of financial bottom-lines and resulted, among
other things, in Jim becoming the first marine manager at Ports of Auckland Ltd.
In an eerie sort of way, our two careers have mirrored each other, although I perceive mine as a mere shadow
of his. We crossed paths over the first six years of my shore career and the last six of his. Both of us, merchant
seafarers, tug masters, pilots, marine managers, very active NZ Merchant Service Guild members and presidents
of NZMPA. On reflection it could even have been that as a cadet my first visit to Auckland with Blue Star Line
in 1972 might have included carrying his bag to the bridge and brewing the obligatory cup of coffee while
pestering him for a name to insert into the bridge movement book. It’s all a bit hazy and rose-tinted now. So, I
can’t be quite that sure. I do remember though, one memorable occasion when we crossed swords. The subject
was good ship New Zealand Pacific; poster child for the NZ Government’s costly and ultimately disastrous
attempt to foot it with the big boys of international container trades. Despite a flurry of union angst, it was
renamed Tui in 1989 and the local crews realised the writing was on the wall for them. John McLeod, then
General Secretary of NZMSG asked me to persuade the Auckland tug crews not to attend the ship on its final
sailing, by way of protest. Thus, I came up against the harbour master, marine manager and most senior pilot,
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in the person of Captain Varney, with all sails set. He promptly assigned himself the task of a departure from
the inner end of Fergusson container terminal, with a bow thruster, twin screws and a very large ship. My more
experienced piloting skill now and everybody’s very hazy knowledge of risk management then, have led me to
understand that it was doable if perhaps a little fraught. As always, there was a bit of table thumping, puffed up
chests, strutting to and fro in emulation of well-bred fighting cocks and a climb down by both sides. Jim and I
remained friends and colleagues. The Tui disappeared for ever.
Jim was never one to let the grass grow under his feet and it was early in his piloting career that he was already
carving out the first of many important tasks in service of New Zealand’s harbour pilot industry. My internet
research unearthed his name all over the proceedings of a Commission of Enquiry appointed to, “report on
various matters pertaining to the harbour pilotage system in New Zealand”. The Commission began receiving
evidence in 1972 and published findings in 1975 which resulted in a step change in wages and conditions for
all pilots who sailed in his wake. We should be thankful to this day for the work that Jim put in at that time.
Consolidating that success Jim later became a founder member of the New Zealand Maritime Pilots’ Association
and spring-boarded from there into the elected role of New Zealand’s only president of the International
Maritime Pilots’ Association, whose head office is aboard HQS “Wellington”- a short way down the Thames
from the International Maritime Organisation (IMO), in London.
He was honoured with life membership of both NZMPA and IMPA as well as
the NZ Company of Master Mariners. In acknowledgement of his wider
activities and managerial contribution within the maritime logistics industry he
also achieved life membership of the Chartered Institute of Logistics and
Transport in 2012.
Jim didn’t actually retire after leaving PoAL in 1990. He had not only
purchased a lifestyle block on which he and his family became enthusiastic
goat farmers, but he also morphed into a marine consultant at Swiftsure
Maritime Services before launching out on his own account in a similar role
where he spent a good deal of energy in projects as diverse as an attempt to
create electricity from underwater turbine generators in the Kaipara harbour
entrance, and a resource consent application for a marina at Matiatia Bay on
Waiheke Island. I count myself lucky to have collaborated with him on one or
two such projects during my own period as marine manager at PoAL. The
phone on my office desk would ring from time to time with all sorts of long
and convoluted stories from Jim, in most welcomed breaks from the computer
screen. He would comment on news articles, advise me about stepping the mast in my ferro-cement yacht,
enquire about inbound cruise vessels whose masters were long-time friends of his and discuss aspects of the
consultancy work which became his passion.
Another long-time passion was the Spirit of Adventure Trust. Previously two sail training ships but now
concentrating on the Spirit of New Zealand, which many people will have spotted with crews full of school
children on the adventure of a lifetime in ports all around the country. Jim was a sailing master and a Board
member. Perhaps a highlight of those years although perhaps also a nightmare was the 1995 refloating of Spirit
of New Zealand, which had managed to get itself on the beach in Tryphena, Great Barrier Island. An ultimately
successful outcome under the stewardship of the crisis management team comprising Jim and Captain Barry
Thompson, also of the Spirit Trust.
One of Jim’s many conversations with me elicited the information that he and his wife Pat had owned no less
than fifteen various craft since his arrival in New Zealand in 1960. Thus, we have the background to another
string in Jim’s bow. He was a certifying yacht inspector for Yachting NZ and Maritime NZ. I found a comment
on an internet chat site for yachtsmen which sums up his gregarious personality to perfection. His inspections
were generally based at Gulf Harbour. This is a direct quote;
“Captain Jim Varney is good for Gulf Harbour, but don’t rush him, and allow time for a good yarn, politics,
race, the Resource Management Act, who you work for, who he worked for, projects of national significance,
politics at Yachting New Zealand, the future of inspectors, boats that have sunk after being cleared for CAT 1,
boats that didn’t sink after getting CAT 1, back to politics, a bit more on race relations, … oh yeah, … your
safety inspection, his last holiday, booking flights to England, travel insurance, politics. He is a good inspector.
We have great yarns, very personable, but make sure you don’t have to pick the kids up just after your
inspection”.
A tireless and consummate professional who now deserves his rest.
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THE ROLE OF LUCK IN MARINE ACCIDENTS
Editor’s Note: Over a beer, Craig Colven thought he might write an article on the role of luck in marine accidents. Craig
has since discovered that there is a long gestation period between the idea and the word made flesh. In the interim, he has
found an example of the subject from a US Navy blog by Naval Historian, Kit Bonner. I have not been able to ask Mr.
Bonner’s permission to reprint his article, but I hope he doesn’t mind gaining a new readership.

THE ILL-FATED USS WILLIAM D. PORTER
“There are many stories from WW-II that have not been told and some out there have gotten limited
circulation by order, neglect or lack of detail to do the story justice. The story about the ill-fated USS
WILLIAM D. PORTER (DD-579) is one of those. Kit Bonner, Naval Historian, researched and wrote
this story in the mid-nineties about the Willie Dee.
From November, 1943 until her bizarre loss in June 1945 the American Destroyer USS WILLIAM D.
PORTER (DD-579) was often met with the clever greeting, “Don’t shoot, we’re Republicans!” when
she entered port or joined other naval ships. The significance of this expression was almost a cult
secret of the United States Navy until the story resurfaced and received publicity after a ship’s
reunion in 1958.
Almost 64-years ago, the “Willie Dee”, as the WILLIAM D. PORTER was nicknamed, accidentally
fired a live torpedo at the Battleship USS IOWA (BB-61) during a practice exercise on November 14,
1943. If this wasn’t bad enough, the IOWA was carrying President Franklin D. Roosevelt, Secretary
of State Cordell Hull and all of the country’s highest WW-II military brass to the “Big Three”
conference in Cairo and Tehran. President Roosevelt was to meet Stalin of the Soviet Union and
Churchill of Great Britain and had the PORTER’S successfully launched torpedo struck the IOWA at
the aiming point, the last 64-years of world history might have been quite different. Fortunately, the
PORTER’S warning allowed the IOWA to evade the speeding torpedo and historic events carried on
as we know them.
The PORTER was one of 175 war built assembly-line Fletcher Class Destroyers. Although much
smaller than modern-day destroyers, they were powerful and menacing in their day. They mounted
a Main Battery of five dual-purpose 5-inch 38-caliber guns and an assortment of 20-MM and 40-MM
anti-aircraft guns, but their main armament consisted of ten 21-inch torpedoes that carried 500-pound
warheads.
The PORTER was placed in commission on July 6, 1943 under the command of Lieutenant
Commander Wilfred A. Walter, a man on the Navy’s career fast track. In the months before she was
assigned to accompany the IOWA across the Atlantic in November 1943, the PORTER’S crew learned
their trades, but not without experiencing certain mishaps that set the stage for the “big goof”.
The mishaps began in earnest with the order to escort the pride of the fleet, the big new Battleship
USS IOWA (BB-61), to North Africa. The night before it left Norfolk, Virginia the PORTER
successfully demolished a nearby sister ship when she backed down the other ship’s side and, with
her anchor, tore down railings, a life raft, the Captain’s gig and various formerly valuable pieces of
equipment. The “Willie Dee” suffered merely a slightly scratched anchor, but her career of mayhem
and destruction had begun.
The next event occurred just 24-hourd later. The four-ship convoy, consisting of the IOWA and her
secret passengers, the PORTER and two other destroyers, was under strict instruction to maintain
complete radio silence, since they were going through a known U-boat feeding ground where speed
and silence were the first defence. Suddenly, a tremendous explosion rocked the convoy and all the
ships commenced anti-submarine manoeuvres. The manoeuvres continued until the PORTER
sheepishly admitted that one of depth charges had fallen off the stern and detonated in the rough sea.
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The safety had not been set as instructed. Captain Walter’s fast track career was fast becoming sidetracked.
Shortly after this incident a freak wave in the heavy seas inundated the PORTER, stripping everything
that wasn’t lashed down and washing a man overboard who was never found. Next the Engine Room
lost power from one of its boilers. During all these events Captain Walter had to make reports almost
hourly to the IOWA on the “Willie Dee’s” difficulties. At this point, it would have been merciful for
the Force Commander to detach the hard luck ship and send her back to Norfolk.
But. This didn’t happen. The morning of November 14, 1943 dawned with moderate seas and pleasant
weather. The IOWA and her escorts were just east of Bermuda when the President and his guest
wanted to see how the big ship would defend herself against an air attack, so the IOWA launched a
number of weather balloons to use as anti-aircraft targets. Seeing more than 100 guns shooting at the
balloons was exciting and the President was duly proud of his Navy. Just as proud as the Chief of
Naval Operations, Admiral Ernest J. King, large in size and by demeanour, a true monarch of the
seas. Disagreeing with him meant the end of a Naval career. Up to this time no one knew what firing
a torpedo at him would mean.
Over on the “Willie Dee” Captain Walter watched the display with admiration and envy - thinking
about career redemption and breaking the hard luck spell. He sent his impatient crew to battle
stations and they began to shoot down the balloons that, missed by the IOWA, had drifted into the
PORTER’S vicinity.
Down on the torpedo mounts the PORTER crew watched, waited and prepared to take practice shots
at the big battleship, which, even at 6,000-yards, seemed to blot out the horizon. Torpedo-man
Lawton Dawson and Tony Fazio were among those responsible for the torpedoes and for ensuring
that the primers (small explosive charges that launched the torpedoes) were installed during actual
combat and removed during practice. Dawson, unfortunately, forgot to remove the primer from
Torpedo Tube Number Three.
Up on the bridge a new Torpedo Officer ordered the simulated firing and commanded, “Fire One”,
“Fire Two” and finally “Fire Three”. There was no “Fire Four”. The sequence was interrupted by a
whoooosssshhhh----the unmistakable sound made by a successfully armed and launched torpedo.
Lieutenant H. Seward Lewis, who witnessed the entire event, later described what hell would look
like if it ever broke loose. Just after he saw the torpedo hit the water on its way to the IOWA, where
some of the most prominent figures in world history stood, he innocently asked Captain Walter, “Did
you give permission to fire a torpedo”?
Captain Walter uttered something akin to, “Hell, no. I, I, I, iii, aaa, iiiii ---- what???? Not exactly in
keeping with some other Naval quotes, like John Paul Jones’s, “I have not yet begun to fight”, or
even Civil War era Rear-Admiral David Glasgow Farragut’s, “Damn the torpedoes----full speed
ahead!” although the latter would have been appropriate.
The next five minutes aboard the “Willie Dee” were pandemonium. Everyone raced around shouting
conflicting instructions and attempting to warn IOWA of imminent danger. First, a flashing light
attempted a warning about the torpedo, but indicated the wrong direction. Next, the PORTER
signalled that she was going in reverse at full speed.
Despite the strictly enforced radio silence, it was finally decided to notify the IOWA by TBS
(Transmission Between Ships). The radio operator on the PORTER yelled, “Lion, (code word for the
IOWA) Lion, come right -- Lion, come right!” The IOWA operator, more concerned about improper
radio procedure, requested that the offending operator identify himself first. Finally, the message was
received and the IOWA began turning to avoid the speeding torpedo.
Meantime, on the IOWA’S bridge, word of the torpedo firing had reached President Roosevelt. He
only wanted to see the torpedo and asked that his wheelchair be moved to the railing. The IOWA
began evasive manoeuvres and trained all guns on the PORTER. There was some thought that the
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PORTER was part of an assassination plot. Within moments of the warning a thunderous explosion
occurred behind the IOWA. The torpedo had been detonated by the wash kicked up by the
battleship’s increased speed. The crisis was over and so were some careers. Captain Walter’s final
utterance to the IOWA was in response to a question about the origin of the torpedo. His answer was
a weak, “We did it”. Shortly thereafter, the new state-of-the-art destroyer, her ambitious Captain and
seemingly fumbling crew were placed under arrest and sent to Bermuda for trial. It was the first time
in the history of the United States Navy that an entire ship and her crew had been arrested. The
PORTER was surrounded by Marines when it docked in Bermuda and was held there for several
days as the closed-session inquiry attempted to find out what happened.
The outcome was delayed a couple of days until Torpedo-man Dawson finally confessed to having
inadvertently left the primer in the Number Three Torpedo Tube, which caused the launch. Just after
the torpedo left its tube, Dawson had thrown the primer case over the side to conceal his mistake.
The truth was eventually pried out of him and the inquiry drew to a close. The whole incident was
chalked up to an incredible set of circumstances and placed under a cloak of secrecy.
That is not to say the Navy took no action. Captain Walter and several PORTER officers and sailors
eventually found themselves in obscure shore assignments and Dawson was sentenced to 14-years at
hard labor. President Roosevelt intervened, however, and asked that no punishment be meted out
as the near-disaster had been an accident.
The PORTER next found herself in the upper Aleutians on patrol. It was probably thought that the
Aleutians was as safe a place as any for the destroyer and those around her. But, before being reassigned to another area in the Pacific, she accidentally lobbed a 5-inch shell into the front yard of the
local American Base Commandant.
When the PORTER later joined other ships off Okinawa the destroyer did distinguish herself by
shooting down a variety of Japanese aircraft and, reportedly, three American planes. She was
generally greeted by, “Don’t shoot, we’re Republicans” and the crew of the “Willie Dee” had become
accustomed to the ribbing. However, the crew members of a sister ship, the USS LUCE (DD-522),
were not so polite in their greeting after the PORTER accidentally riddled her side and superstructure
with gunfire.
On June 10th, 1945, the hard luck ship met her end. A Japanese “VAL”, constructed almost entirely
of wood and canvas, slipped through her defences. As it had very little metal surface, the plane was
not unlike our present-day stealth planes. It did not register on radar. A fully-loaded Kamikaze, the
plane headed for a ship near the PORTER, but at the last moment, veered away and crashed alongside
the unlucky PORTER. There was a sigh of relief as the plane sank out of sight without exploding.
Unfortunately, it then blew up underneath the destroyer and opened-up the ship’s hull in the
worse possible location.
Three hours later the last man, the Captain, jumped to the safety of a rescue vessel, leaving the ship
that almost changed the face of the world and national politics to slip stern-first into 2,500-feet of
water. Miraculously, not a single soul was lost in the sinking. It was almost as if the ship that had
been so unlucky chose to let her crew live. The saga of the USS WILLIAM D. PORTER (DD-579) was
over.
Every so often, the crew of the hapless “Willie Dee” gather in reunion and remember their ill-fated
ship. They remember the good times, and now, some 64-years later, the notorious torpedo incident
elicits amusement rather the heart-wrenching embarrassment it caused in November 1943”.
(Thanks to Kit Bonner, Naval Historian)
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COVID-19: PILOTS KEEPING SAFE
Maritime NZ Deputy Director and COVID-19 Operations Controller, Harry Hawthorn

A maritime pilot will almost always be the first Kiwi worker to go on board a foreign ship visiting
New Zealand. Pilots are also crucial for foreign ships visiting our country. Without a pilot on
board, those ships cannot enter the pilotage areas of our harbours.
COVID-19 (Coronavirus) creates a tension between those two statements. Pilots,
understandably, want to know how to manage that tension, and help keep themselves safe while
still allowing foreign ships to trade with New Zealand.
In New Zealand, the Ministry of Health is leading the response to COVID-19, with District Health
Boards’ public health units actively engaging with port operators and others working in ports.
The approach being taken here is in line with what is being done in Australia and with World
Health Organisation guidelines.
Maritime NZ has been supporting the Ministry by providing key industry contacts that health
authorities can reach out to and by sharing the Ministry’s official border advisories and other
advice.
This link is to the border advisories https://www.health.govt.nz/our-work/diseases-andconditions/covid-19-novel-coronavirus/covid-19-novel-coronavirus-resources You can also
find them by going to the home page of the Ministry’s website www.health.govt.nz where
“COVID-19 novel coronavirus” is the first topic. Click on it, then scroll down to “resources” and
you will see the border advisories and other information.
The public health unit at your District Health Board is the best, professional medical contact in
your area. As their name suggests, they are experts in public health.
The Ministry’s advisories include information about enhanced border measures, the global and
New Zealand situations, and use of personal protection equipment (PPE).
The Ministry of Health’s border advisory of 10 February 2020 aligns maritime pilots with other
border staff and includes detailed Maritime advice and actions.
On 2 March 2020, Ministry border advisories added people travelling from Iran to the same
category as those travelling from China, and included more detail about PPE. They also included
lower level of temporary border restrictions on people travelling from Italy, Korea, Hong Kong,
Japan, Singapore, and Thailand.
The February 10 border advisory includes:
Vessels arriving into New Zealand:
For any voyage greater than fourteen days and with a crew with no symptoms - no action is
required.
If the voyage is less than 14 days, or crew join the vessel en-route after leaving mainland
China after 2 February, advice is that crew should self-isolate and not take shore leave. These
people are considered low-risk but if they need to interact with port staff or border agencies,
they should practise general infection and prevention advice (social-distancing, hand
hygiene, covering coughs and colds etc.). Port staff and border agency officials should wear
PPE as per existing advice.
Because vessels must report the state of health on board before arriving in NZ and must
notify any crew with symptoms of concern - which includes a temperature of 38C or higher
- the local health staff will be aware of any ill travellers on the vessel. They have been asked
to inform the Harbour Master and border agencies of any reports of ill travellers. They will
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then meet the vessel on arrival and undertake a health risk assessment of the ill traveller. If
the person is suspected of having a notifiable infectious disease (including 2019-nCoV) then
they will activate their ill traveller protocol.
Public health staff will
•

meet any vessel reporting sick crew or pax and implement their ill traveller protocol:
assess the health risk, if possible 2019-nCoV then ensure appropriate treatment for ill
traveller, require close contacts to self-isolate until suspected case is cleared or 14 days
if suspected case is confirmed

•

meet any vessel found to have crew or pax permitted to disembark in NZ and provide
advice on self-isolation etc. if information on crew or passenger travel history to
mainland China has been provided in advance. If persons are identified through
Customs clearance processes they should contact public health unit staff for advice.

•

for vessels or crew that left mainland China after 2 Feb, the crew will stay on the vessel
(i.e. not have shore leave). If they are required to interact with port or border agency
staff, the port or border agency staff will use the health and safety advice provided re
respiratory protection and use of PPE

Cruise vessels
Cruise vessels with passengers who have joined within 14 days of being in mainland China
have asked for passengers to begin self-isolation while on board.
Passengers who have been in mainland China within the last 14 days will be managed as for
airline passengers.
Advice from Cruise Lines International Association (CLIA) released 8 Feb.
The following information has been circulated by CLIA
“Given the evolving nature of the ongoing 2019-novel coronavirus outbreak—and based
upon prevailing guidance from global health authorities, including the World Health
Organization (WHO)—CLIA Members have adopted the following enhanced protocols for
ocean-going guests and crew who have recently traveled from or through China,
including Hong Kong and Macau. These enhanced policies, which are in effect as of 7
February 2020, build upon those which were implemented on 31 January 2020 and
continue to allow for informed decisions on a case-by-case basis whether a guest or
crewmember will be permitted to board.
•

CLIA Members are to deny boarding to all persons who have traveled from, visited or
transited via airports in China, including Hong Kong and Macau, within 14 days before
embarkation.

•

CLIA Members are to deny boarding to all persons who, within 14 days before
embarkation, have had close contact with, or helped care for, anyone suspected or
diagnosed as having Coronavirus, or who is currently subject to health monitoring for
possible exposure to Novel Coronavirus.

•

CLIA Members are to conduct preboarding screening necessary to effectuate these
prevention measures. Enhanced screening and initial medical support are to be
provided, as needed, to any persons exhibiting symptoms of suspected Novel
Coronavirus”.
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Advice to maritime pilots
Pilots are advised to following the same procedures and precautions as other frontline
border agencies.
Port operators and other employers in ports have been told to carry out a risk assessment before
a pilot, or anyone else goes on board a foreign ship. In summary, the risk assessment will
identify:
•

Where did the vessel come from?

•

Where did the passengers and crew come from?

•

How long was the voyage?

• Is anyone sick?
For our homes and workplaces, the Ministry of Health continues to stress that basic hygiene
measures are the most important way to stop the spread of infections, including the COVID-19.
These measures include:
•

hand hygiene – that is, washing hands regularly with soap and water for 20 seconds or
more, or cleansing with hand sanitiser

•

staying at home if you are sick

•

coughing or sneezing into a tissue or your elbow and then performing hand hygiene

• cleaning surfaces regularly.
More details are on the Ministry website.
Importantly, pilots and ports are part of a national response, which is strongest when everyone
does their part. The government is managing our country’s response through a committee of
Cabinet Ministers reporting to the Prime Minister. The Department of the Prime Minister and
Cabinet is overseeing the response, which is led by the Ministry of Health.
New Zealand has an internationally well-regarded pandemic plan, parts of which have been
activated as needed. As the response ramps up, which it probably will, more of the plan will be
activated under the Ministry’s lead.
Maritime NZ is part of the border working group along with other agencies such as Customs,
Ministry for Primary Industries, Civil Aviation Authority and Aviation Security, Ministry of
Foreign Affairs (MFAT) and Trade, Ministry of Transport, New Zealand Tourism and, of course,
the Ministry of Health.
All those agencies are working closely with the businesses and employers in their sectors. The
messaging is consistent – follow the Ministry of Health’s advice for border protection and
personal health.
In addition, MFAT is working with New Zealand organisations and with the governments of
Pacific Island countries to help protect our Pacific partners. We do not want to send COVID-19
from New Zealand to other countries, and especially not to those with health systems less wellfunded than ours.
If you have questions for Maritime NZ about this article or would like further information, please
email mnzcovid-19@maritimenz.govt.nz We are doing everything we can to support the
Ministry of Health’s response.
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PORT OTAGO
The Last Word
Having tried and failed on a number of occasions to
pass the Otago correspondent baton on, I’m now in
the position of being compelled to abdicate this
honourable position due to an impending semiretirement gig that involves working for six months
during Otago Harbour’s busy summer, followed
potentially by six months of pecuniary thumbtwiddling. It’s a gig that doesn’t on the face of it
seem all that attractive, in that the weather during
the off-season in Otago should theoretically be a lot
worse, but after the summer we’ve had it’s unlikely
to be noticeable. Also, at the time when Otago is at
its least busy and the hourly pay rate therefore
escalates quite substantially, I will not be earning a
groat from the port and will have to scrape together
an income in any way I can. Now, before you all go
reaching into your pockets to see how many groats
of car-parking change are in there, and I can feel the
warm draught of magnanimous benevolence oozing
through the ether, things aren’t actually going to be
that bad; cue a collective yet strangely sardonic sigh
of relief.
It’s a bit of a win-win for Port Otago and me,
probably for the remaining pilots too. They will be
more gainfully employed over the period thus
avoiding too much scrutiny from any ‘time and
motion’-minded management, burdened with the
conundrum of a “by ships we live” motto and
keeping the customers happy by manning for the
peak periods, whilst keeping the quantity and
quality of the skills-base during the slack times. It
can be a tough call.
The deal might not be good for anyone intending to
pass their winters mooching about in southern New
Zealand, but I’m heading the other side of the
equator, the plan being to bag a few consecutive
summers by going walkabout north of the line. This
will hopefully be combined with earning a
subsistence income teaching Chinese how to speak
English and brushing up on my Mandarin to boot. It
may include some time teaching at an east coast

nautical college too, perhaps translating some
traditional nautical jargon; 左舷 (zuo xian) port side
， 右 舷 (you xian) starboard side ， 前 面 (qian
mian) ahead and 后面(hou mian) astern, as well as
more modern but no less essential phrases; 如果你
觉得你患有冕病毒，请住在你的房子里面。。
。和很安静死去的（ruguo ni jue de ni huan you
mian bing du, qing zhu zai ni de fang zi li mian ...he
hen an jing si qu de “If you think you may have
contracted Coronavirus, please stay in your cabin
…and die quietly”.
Additionally, should he feel that New Zealand
pilots would benefit from either an insight into
CRM as practised by Trans-Siberian Russian train
drivers renowned for their disdain for the use of
track pilot in heading mode or the thoughts on the
undoubtedly positive future benefits of Brexit to the
British shipping industry as espoused by half-pissed
little-middle-Englander BoJo lickspittles, then our
esteemed Editor may wish to commission an
appropriate piece. I’d happily oblige. In any event,
the next Otago correspondent won’t have a very
hard act to follow. In fact, by keeping to the script,
letting the readership know what’s going on in
Otago Harbour and cutting the hitherto copious
quantities of overt cynicism, he’ll have cracked it.
(Craig Holmes)

GISBORNE
The Wuhan Flu caused some hiatus in the export
log supply chain initially but at the time of writing
cart-in volumes are starting to return to near normal
– this may or may not be a trend. Certainly some
advice seems to contradict the general ‘hey we’ve
got this’ rhetoric which is being promulgated via the
media but time will tell. Volumes to other
destinations have not been affected and the Berth is
in full production, with a line up of loggers at the
anchorage awaiting a loading slot.
Regardless of how the log trade fares in the short to
medium term however the current situation is a
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reminder of the Port’s susceptibility as a largely
single commodity operation and hence the effort we
are putting into attempting to diversify the cargo
base with the planned Twin Berth project a key part
of that endeavour.
At the time of writing we have 7 more cruise vessel
calls or the season, 3 of which will come alongside
Berth 7 in between reefer boat calls. The tragedy at
White Island has led to quite a few extra calls at the
Port by vessels at the smaller end of the cruise boat
fleet which would previously have called at White
Island. We can accommodate these vessels
alongside when there is an available berth whereas
the larger cruise boats all tender from the anchorage
in the Bay.
The First Quarter 2020 BRM highlights include the
log ship operation with everyone on the bridge and
those on station fore & aft providing an incessant
commentary of seemingly everything happening in
and around their individual spaces like so many
Wokes Twittering large, which kind of reached its
peak as the vessel was backing into the Berth when
someone on the bridge advised the ship speed at 1.2
knots to which the Master asked if that was Ahead
or Astern. First prize however goes to the cruise
ship with a designation of “Cockpit Boss” as part of
the bridge team – call me a crusty old barnacle but
in my humble opinion there are sections of our
industry which need a good slap.
(Chris Kaye)

WELLINGTON
The summer continues, still fairly green here in
Wellington, but with a few very calm days to test
the pilots memory. The cruise ships keep coming, a
few more than expected, the log boats continue, a
few less than hoped, and the odd straggler pops up
now and then.
The US Coastguard reappeared with the Polar Star,
a rather aged ice breaker, which posed a challenge
for the Harbour Master to get some sort of AIS
signal transmitted. In the end we had a SAR aircraft
showing alongside the wharf. Strange people those
yanks. They also offered the worst ladder
arrangement seen in years. Just a boarding type
ladder - no resemblance to that prescribed by
SOLAS or Rule 53. Amazing that they look after
safety in US waters. We also had a visit from the
Reliance here to repair a communication cable
across Cook Strait. I notice she is tucked up in
Fighting Bay at the south end of the cables hopefully on DP - well out of the fresh NW'er in the
Strait.
We are eagerly awaiting the new version of
QASTOR while still evaluating the virtues of

SeaIQ. Also looking at eMPX which looks a great
tool and is spreading across the country. We are
watching Troy's testing of ladder parts with much
interest. He is doing a great job with a limited
budget. We secured a retired ladder from a ship to
use as a teaching tool for our boat crews. A project
still underway.
The Christmas leave rush is over and soon those off
to Northern shores will be getting ready. All in all,
a pleasant time of year
(Lew Henderson)

PICTON
John Davis reminded me yesterday morning how
marine pilots are in the front line when it comes to
the threat of infectious viruses from foreign lands.
He recounted how, upon boarding Le Lapereuse the
day before, he had forehead and ear temperatures
simultaneously recorded by a rather zealous
member of their security staff. Feeling thoroughly
violated, he then proceeded to the bridge and
successfully navigated the vessel safely from
boarding ground to the berth. It struck me that John
should probably be the person demanding health
checks on the people he would be interacting with
for the following 150 minutes. With his experience
fresh in my mind, I didn't know whether to laugh or
cry later the same day on boarding the COSCO
vessel Da Liang, when the Chinese crew member
who escorted me to the bridge sneezed three times
in the lift with me. I managed to beat my own record
for holding my breath.
We are now on the home stretch of what has been,
for Picton, a very busy cruise season. Looking back
at events since December, I think it's fair to say both
me and John have a learned a thing or two:
Of pilot ladders - no matter which side of the fence
you sit with regard to IMO 1045, Part 53, IMPA or
MNZ guidance, some ships don't comply with
either and many of them are liners and cruise ships
owned and operated by the big players. Ship
owners, flag states and classification societies are
letting us down badly. By reporting and coercing,
we have effected some change as an Association
this year - notably Noordam, Radiance of the Seas,
Norwegian Jewel and Le Lapereuse that have called
at Picton. But what of their sister vessels who will
rotate here next year? Who is lobbying the ship
owners?
Of passage planning - we've experienced some big
gains from the work we've been doing to improve
our passage plans. If I could sum up the PP Guide
that I've been involved with in three lines it would
be:
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•

Make your plan detailed enough to withstand
external scrutiny
• Send your plan to the ship before they arrive
and insist it is in their ECDIS
• Know your plan
The 2nd of these two points is where we have
noticed the biggest change in the readiness of
arriving vessels.
Of conduct - we need to start talking about conduct
in its many forms. I'm not sure any port state
worldwide has a definition robust enough to allow
for dual pilot, trainee pilot, junior officer with
exempt master, or a vessel with specialised
propulsion or manoeuvring characteristics. I'm also
not sure how such a definition would read, if it is in
fact needed, or if we need to change some of our
current practices to fit with existing law? I just have
a strong feeling we should be talking about it.
Anyway, back to the real world, southerly change
forecast for the morning, only one serviceable tug
available and a rather lame log ship alongside
(we’ve reported him twice).
(Matt Conyers)

BAY OF ISLANDS
This seasons shipping for the Bay of Islands has
probably been the most benign and calmest we've
had in many years. Whilst the Northland region
struggles through the worst drought ever, with town
supplies and water tanks all running on low or
empty, we continue to bring in happy customers
who think the sunny weather is great. Two effects
of the corona virus here so far. One is the delay in
getting to the bridge, due to medical inspections,
questions and temperature taking, by a medic or
doctor who doesn’t seem to understand that you
need to move towards the bridge before the ship
gets inside the harbour. Attempts to sort this prior
to arrival have had mixed results. The other effect
is a steady stream of requests for taking extra ships
that have been diverted from Asia or the Islands,
and are desperately seeking alternatives. We've
added 4 extras so far. The last one headed for
Sydney, with no idea where the next cruise would
be.
Our new wave buoy on the outside of the harbour
has been working well, and is proving useful lately
with Nor’ Easters starting to kick-in. With the pilot
boat berthed well up the harbour in Opua, it's easy
to be lulled when heading out until suddenly
meeting the unexpected. Forecasts are great, but
often the timing is out, with the fronts passing
through our narrow neck of land quite quickly.
Underway is adding the Bay of Islands to the
Northport ship simulator. This will give us a first
chance to trial some emergency scenarios. Failed

azipods on approach to Brampton reef at speed
maybe a starter!
Finally, a review of all our services, from AtoN
servicing to pilotage, has just been completed, prior
to starting funding applications for a new pilot
vessel/work boat. And we have had a few drops of
rain this week, which gives hope to an end to what
is definitely an endless dry summer. Ngā mihi
(Jim Lyle)

AUCKLAND
I could tell things were slow when Craig asked the
chaps in the pilot office for something noteworthy
to put in the Auckland column this quarter. A long
silence followed by:
“How about Holly has a licence now?”
“Na, I put that in last time.”
“How about Holly still has a licence?”
“Hmm, that’s true...”
Coincidentally, soon after, Craig approached me
and began waxing lyrical about a great opportunity.
I was quietly suspicious but far too slow to react
when he offered me the esteemed role of roving
correspondent for the Ports of Call column for
Auckland.
So aside from the remarkable news that I’ve
managed to keep my licence, a few notes from the
City of Sails.
It has been good to get some solo jobs under my belt
during the lovely summer period here in Auckland.
It’s been hot, dry and calm for the most part, if a
little too warm at times for someone hailing from
the deep south of New Zealand. So far so good, no
viral clips have ended up online (that I’m aware of)
and the vessels that suffered through my training
seem to have accepted their fate with good cheer.
The Covid-19/Coronavirus is certainly a talking
point in the office as well as on the bridges of ships
visiting the port. On the passenger ships, the pilots
are now regularly filling out health questionnaires
before having their temperature taken by the ship’s
doctor prior to proceeding to the bridge. Disruption
to shipping schedules and unknown extent of the
impact on imports and exports make for uncertain
times ahead. The medium-term effect on the
passenger ship industry following further cruise
ship outbreaks will also be very interesting.
Thus far, the cruise season has been busy as
expected, the America’s Cup marina is progressing
and the landscape at the port continues to evolve.
Both pilot teams had time in the simulator recently
for restricted visibility, emergency scenarios and
other exercises. The discussions that come from
these days are good value and it seems a welcome
experience to have the entire team in a room
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together debating the finer points of BRM through
to pilot ladder safety. Wishing you all a safe
Autumn.
(Holly Clayton)

LYTTELTON
Last month Richard Hill passed his Class B
examination which allows him to Pilot vessels over
220m in length. Alas he cannot take the con on these
vessels as he waits for Maritime New Zealand to
issue the appropriate licence. In this respect the
wheels of bureaucracy turn slowly but grind
exceedingly fine.
As COVID-19 sweeps the globe, many Pilots are
facing a multitude of negative outcomes. Being
older males, many of us are the target audience for
this virus. We have to deal with the social stigma of
being associated with seafarers, an occupation longlinked to the spread of pestilence. For those of us
who have booked an overseas holiday to escape the
winter there is the worry of cancelled flights and
accommodation bookings. I hope the whole
epidemic dies out soon so we can wash our hands
of it and get back to normal.
(Finlay Laird)

NAPIER
The very bad headache of Covid-19 is increasing
like a hangover from a gallon of strong Craft Ale
(or whatever your particular poison is) but life goes
on, and our various ports are probable affected in
similar ways. Probably a good time to get on with
all those jobs that hover around us when we are too
busy to crack on with them.
We welcome Aaron Martin to our team as our new
Marine Officer. Aaron is a former pupil of Napier
Boys who did work experience with Napier Port
years ago and was often seen mucking in with the
pilot launch team as they carried out various tasks
in the Pania’s engine space. Aaron will be picking
up the project work from Dave and Mathius as they
crack on with shipping. Training on our third tug
Kawaka continues, she is now being used on
selected runs dictated by ship size and limitations of
the manoeuvre involved; a great addition to our wee
fleet and she brings 70t of grunt. It’s good to
reconsider manoeuvres that we had previously
deemed unsafe - reconsider being the optimum
word, as the addition of Kawaka rebalances the
safety margins on some of our present manoeuvres
and delivers a safer margin and a green light on
others.
As work on the new Berth No.6 increases at a pace,
our front leading lights are disappearing like a
newly felled forest as land behind the water’s edge
is excavated in preparation for the new wharf and
extended sea wall. Not too bad for those of us who

have been here a while, but harder work for the new
guys who are in various stages of training.
Very dynamic times at the moment with more and
more new bodies adding to our already bulging
footprint. Recruitment policy in marine has been to
try and future-proof with a bit of crystal ball gazing;
subsequently, the average age of the pilots and
marine administration has been dropping nicely. I
have concluded that the pilots working in busy ports
over the age of 65 are the exception rather than the
rule. April 18th 2020 will be my last day at work in
Napier Port after fourteen and a half great years. A
mere dog’s watch I hear some of you say, but it is
the conclusion of over 25 years piloting between SE
Wales and Napier. I will be leaving behind a highly
talented and conscientious team of guys who will be
continuing the innovative work we have achieved
in Napier over the previous 15 years.
Old habits die hard, I am still going to be one of the
last to post the March entry. Ed will be relieved,
until I turn up on his doorstep in the camper with a
keg of Pagler’s Best! Safe Piloting. (Team Napier)

BLUFF
Greetings from the Pearl of the South!! Speaking of
Pearls – our Oyster season has kicked off as of the
1st of March and initial harvests seem to suggest
good regeneration of the world-famous Oysters in
the Foveaux Strait. Finally, something that hasn’t
fallen victim to COVID-19 – the deadly
combination of letters and numbers that seems to
have brought much of the world to a standstill.
Carrying on from my previous spew on navigation
during hours of darkness, the statistics and numbers
are unmistakable. I ask you to do the following –
the next time you are on a vessel either inbound or
outbound during daylight hours, take a look at your
surroundings and take time to notice everything you
see. Then the next time you do a similar transit
during hours of darkness take a closer look at what
you see or rather DON’T!!! I believe we would have
all heard of the expression “a picture paints a
thousand words” or something similar – it really is
quite astounding the amount of data that our brains
are not receiving during darkness – given that the
picture is so starkly incomplete. Enter the PPU and
suddenly we start seeing a much clearer picture! But
the answer isn’t as simple as technology – it is
crucial we understand what our failings are during
hours of darkness as humans so that we can address
them in a more rounded manner.
In the words of the renowned neuroscientist Dr.
Beau Lotto, “The brain didn't actually evolve to see
the world the way it is ... The brain has evolved to
see the world it is useful to see."
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And how has the brain adapted to seeing in a useful
way? Without getting too deep into vision science
theories, such as Baysian models, a simple truth that
defines how we see is the fact that our brain
constantly defines and re-calibrates the “norm” in
every visual situation. So when a visual situation
deviates from what our brain knows as the “norm,”
optical illusions are a result of our brains' responses
to abnormal visual experiences. In other words, our
brains will “act out” and arrive at seemingly

“inappropriate”
interpretations.
(sourced
http://visme.co/blog/best-optical-illusions/)
How then can we possibly sit back and say that
Navigation during hours of darkness is no different
to daylight? If we as an industry can start to accept
this as a base truth, I believe the future will look a
lot brighter for us as professionals in an industry
that calls for precision in what we do.
Soli deo Gloria.
(Paul James)

PLAGUES IN HISTORY
Of Rats and Men
Plagues, pestilence, and contagion are Mankind’s recurring nightmare. Because of their
determinant effect upon our existence, they feature large in literature and indeed the very
history of civilisation. The Biblical story of Moses tells of the Ten Plagues visited upon the
Egyptians; microbiologist, Siro Trevisanto, posits that the volcanic explosion of Santorini off
Southern Greece in 1600 BC could have been the root cause of all ten. There is currently a
plague of locusts in East Africa which can only increase the risk of famine.
Historical accounts of how people react when plague is imminent plumb the darker parts of
the Human Condition (and there is resonance with our reactions as pilots when it all goes
wrong – startle, freeze, denial etc.). In his introduction to The Decameron, Giovanni Boccaccio
(1313-1375) tells of the Bubonic Plague’s arrival in Florence in 1348. He noted that symptoms
changed over time, but that death usually followed within 3 days. Such was the risk of
infection from anything the sick had touched, that healthy people shunned the sick without
mercy. Some withdrew indoors, others fled their city homes. Most indulged in drunken
debauchery. The Decameron is 100 fairly bawdy stories, some of which resurfaced in
Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales.
To paraphrase Mark Twain: “History may not repeat, but it does rhyme. ”From Wikipedia:
“The Black Death… was one of the most devastating pandemics in human history, resulting in the
deaths of an estimated 75 to 200 million from 1347 to 1351. The bacterium Yersinia pestis, which
results in several forms of plague (septicaemic, pneumonic and, the most common, bubonic), is believed
to have been the cause. The Black Death was the first major European outbreak of plague and…created
religious, social and economic upheavals, with profound effects on the course of European history. The
Black Death probably originated in Central Asia or East Asia, from where it travelled along the Silk
Road, reaching Crimea by 1343. From there, it was most likely carried by fleas living on the black rats
on Genoese ships, spreading throughout the Mediterranean, reaching the rest of Europe via Italy. The
Black Death is estimated to have killed 30% to 60% of Europe's population. It took 200 years for
Europe’s population to recover to its previous level, and some regions like Florence only recovered by
the 19th century. The plague recurred as outbreaks until the early 20th century”.
The last major epidemic of bubonic plague in London was in 1665-6 which killed about
100,000 mostly poor. Ships’ rats were considered vectors, thus ships from infected ports were
quarantined for 40 days (in Italian “quaranta”). Rats are still a concern for port entry, hence
the regulations for ships’ de-ratting certification. When studying for Master’s, I recall the
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surreal regulation that all rat poison containers had to be clearly marked as such, except for
the bait bowls from which the rats would feed. I knew rats were smart, but did some
regulator suspect rodents of literacy?
Albert Camus’ La Peste (set in the 1940s) relates how the rats died in droves in the Algerian
town of Oran. Gradually, the disease spread to the Human population. The authorities
decided to close the city to all outsiders and let no-one leave. The citizens behave remarkably
well though slowly despair takes root: “Hostile to the past, impatient of the present, and cheated
of the future, we were much like those whom men’s justice, or hatred, forces to live behind prison bars”.
Recent research suggests that it may not have been the rats’ fleas which spread the Great
Plagues: Human fleas and lice may have been the prime vectors. Though fleas and lice might
figure little in our clean 21st Century lives, they will be prevalent amongst the homeless and
refugees (the great unwashed) forced by predatory capitalist wars to live in unbelievable
squalor, with few clean clothes and little access to washing facilities.

Biological Warfare in History
Homer’s Odyssey recounts that Odysseus stopped en route to the Trojan War to collect poisons
for his arrows. The Greeks also poisoned the water supply of the besieged city of Kirrha (near
Delphi) in 585 BC. During the 4th century BC Scythian archers tipped their arrow tips with
snake venom, human blood, and animal faeces to cause wounds to become infected. Later,
during the Middle Ages, the Mongol forces besieging the city of Caffa (Crimea) – a trading
post owned by the Genoese - fired plague corpses into the city by catapult. The defeated
Genoese may thus have brought the plague to Italy via Sicily.
It was the 19th Century advances in microbiology which brought the prospect of
industrialised research into biological weapons, later prompting international treaties. These
treaties were simply ignored and the German army may have deployed bio-weapons. In the
inter-war years, it was Japanese Dr. Shiro Ishii who established Unit 731 Biological Weapons
Research in Manchuria in 1932 which by 1939, had 10,000 staff.
From Wikipedia: “After the war, Supreme Commander of the Occupation Douglas MacArthur gave
immunity in the name of the United States to Shiro Ishii and all members of the units in exchange for
all of the results of their experiments. The United States blocked Soviet access to this information. The
Soviets prosecuted some of the Unit 731 members during its Khabarovsk War Crime Trials”.
The Soviet findings were dismissed by the US as propaganda, despite their knowing that
many of the live experiments had been performed on US and British POWs. During WWII,
Churchill urged his scientists to develop anthrax as a biological weapon: experiments were
conducted on the Scottish island of Gruinard - still uninhabitable because of active spores.
During the Korean War, the US deployed insects infected with plague and many other
diseases. US Secretary of Defense, Robert MacNamara, in 1962 authorised Project 112 thus
permitting biological warfare experiments upon an unwitting US population.
There are many plagues which affect mankind, but perhaps none greater than the insane
warmongers who infest most Western governments. Military incompetence and politicians’
amorality are shrouded in secrecy, whilst Julian Assange, Chelsea Manning and Edward
Snowden are persecuted for having dared to expose such inconvenient truths. Likewise,
there have been hundreds of accidents involving nuclear weapons (referred to as “Broken
Arrows”). We live on borrowed time: our morality may be in doubt, but not our mortality.
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FACING THE ULTIMATE CHALLENGE
It has been said that behind every successful man, there is a surprised woman. On a similar note, my wife,
Karen, never ceases to amaze me with her courage, humour and determination. Rather than retreat from
adversity, she has taken a leap of faith to help others. I can vouch for the courage required to leap from an
aircraft at 15,000 feet, then freefall upside-down far longer than I wanted to. Karen wants to raise awareness
and funds. Her givealittle page is open until 8th May (her birthday) and National Ovarian Cancer Day.
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